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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention can be characterized as a tamper proof 
apparatus for dispensing a selected liquid such as a cleaning 
product in a environment Where protection against abuse and 
vandalism is desired. The tamper proof apparatus includes a 
cabinet enclosure having an open front for accessing interior 
components; a hinged faceplate covering the open front of 
the cabinet enclosure; a mixing unit fastened to an inside 
surface of the hinged faceplate for dispensing the selected 
liquid; a ?lling recess formed in the hinged faceplate for 
limiting a dimension of a container placed inside the ?lling 
recess; a ?lling noZZ1e coupled to the mixing unit for 
dispensing the selected liquid into the container placed 
inside the ?lling recess; a pushbutton coupled to the mixing 
unit through the hinged faceplate for causing the selected 
liquid to be dispensed through the ?lling nozzle; and a 
locking plate that may be detachably coupled to the hinged 
faceplate for restricting access to the pushbutton individu 
ally. 
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TAMPER-PROOF CHEMICAL DISPENSING 
DEVICE FOR HIGH SECURITY ENVIRONMENTS 
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APPLICATIONS 
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0004] The present invention is directed to methods and 
apparatus for dispensing liquids. More speci?cally, but 
Without limitation thereto, the present invention is directed 
to dispensing cleaning products from a tamper proof con 
tainer suitable for use in a jail, a correctional facility, a 
school, a public facility, or any other location Where an 
apparatus for dispensing liquids may be subject to abuse and 
vandalism. 

[0005] Liquid and soap dispensers have been used for 
many years. These dispensers are used in a number of 
applications, including: soap dispensers in restrooms, bev 
erage dispensers, liquid dispensers at gas stations, etc. 
HoWever, these devices are limited in their ability to prevent 
dispensing potentially dangerous and expensive liquids to 
unauthoriZed personnel. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] In one embodiment, the present invention may be 
characteriZed as a tamper proof liquid dispenser that 
includes a cabinet enclosure having an open front for 
accessing interior components; a hinged faceplate covering 
the open front of the cabinet enclosure; a mixing unit 
fastened to an inside surface of the hinged faceplate for 
dispensing the selected liquid; a ?lling recess formed in the 
hinged faceplate for limiting a dimension of a container 
placed inside the ?lling recess; a ?lling noZZle coupled to the 
mixing unit for dispensing the selected liquid into the 
container placed inside the ?lling recess; a pushbutton 
coupled to the mixing unit through the hinged faceplate for 
causing the selected liquid to be dispensed through the 
?lling noZZle; and a locking plate that may be detachably 
coupled to the hinged faceplate for restricting access to the 
pushbutton individually. 

[0007] In another embodiment, the present invention may 
be characteriZed as a tamper proof liquid dispenser that is 
mounted on a Wall to alloW limited clearance for dispensing 
liquid into a container placed underneath, such as a mop 
bucket, While preventing ?lling of a larger container such as 
a garbage can. 

[0008] In a further embodiment, the present invention may 
be characteriZed as a tamper proof liquid dispenser that 
includes a triple basin sink mounted underneath a tamper 
proof apparatus for dispensing a ?rst liquid mixture, such as 
a soap mixture, into a ?rst basin and a second liquid mixture, 
such as a steriliZer mixture, into a third basin of the triple 
basin sink. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0009] The present invention is illustrated by Way of 
example and not limitation in the accompanying ?gures, in 
Which like references indicate similar elements throughout 
the several vieWs of the draWings, and in Which: 

[0010] FIG. 1 illustrates a tamper proof liquid dispenser 
for use With soap and other cleaning products including 
chemical liquids according to an embodiment of the present 
invention; 

[0011] FIG. 2 illustrates a side vieW of the hinged face 
plate of the tamper proof liquid dispenser of FIG. 1; 
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[0012] FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3C illustrate various embodi 
ments of the outlet shield for the tamper proof liquid 
dispenser of FIG. 1; 

[0013] FIGS. 4 and 5 illustrate a side vieW and a cross 
sectional vieW, respectively, of a portion of the tamper proof 
hinge for the tamper proof liquid dispenser of FIG. 1; 

[0014] FIG. 6 illustrates a side vieW of the tamper proof 
liquid dispenser of FIG. 1 mounted on a Wall to limit the 
height of a container that may be placed underneath for 
?lling according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0015] FIGS. 7 and 8 illustrate front and side vieWs of a 
tamper proof liquid dispenser for use With a triple sink 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

[0016] FIG. 9 illustrates a rear vieW of the hinged face 
plate and the cabinet enclosure of a tamper proof liquid 
dispenser according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
[0017] FIG. 10 illustrates an exploded vieW of a check 
valve coupler for use With the tamper proof liquid dispenser 
of FIG. 9; 

[0018] FIG. 11 illustrates dispensing a mixture of a liquid 
chemical product into a dispensing container from a tamper 
proof liquid dispenser according to an embodiment of the 
present invention; and 

[0019] FIG. 12 illustrates a side vieW of the hinged 
faceplate of the tamper proof liquid dispenser of FIG. 9. 

[0020] Elements in the ?gures are illustrated for simplicity 
and clarity and have not necessarily been draWn to scale. For 
example, the dimensions of some of the elements in the 
?gures may be exaggerated relative to other elements to help 
to improve understanding of the folloWing description of the 
illustrated embodiments. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0021] FIG. 1 illustrates a tamper proof liquid dispenser 
100 according to an embodiment of the present invention for 
use With soap and other cleaning products including chemi 
cal liquids. ShoWn in FIG. 1 are a cabinet enclosure 102, a 
product container 104, a liquid chemical product 106, a 
hinged faceplate 108, a tamper proof hinge 110, a faceplate 
clasp 112, a mixing unit 114, pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, and 
122, a dispensing container 124, ?lling noZZles 126, 128, 
130, and 132, output lines 134, supply lines 136 and 138, a 
liquid solvent 140, a feedthrough 142, ?lling recesses 144 
and 146, an outlet shield 148, locking plates 150, 152, 154, 
and 156, a strain relief 158, and Wall mounting brackets 144. 

[0022] The cabinet enclosure 102 is used to store one or 
more product containers 104, each containing a liquid 
chemical product 106, such as a cleaning product concen 
trate; and to protect the liquid chemical product 106 in 
environments Where the liquid chemical product 106 may be 
subject to unauthoriZed access, abuse, and vandalism. The 
hinged faceplate 108 covers the open front of the cabinet 
enclosure 102. The hinged faceplate 108 is preferably 
secured to the cabinet enclosure 102 by the tamper proof 
hinge 110 on one side and by the faceplate clasp 112 on the 
opposite side. The faceplate clasp 112 is secured to the inside 
of cabinet enclosure 102 and protrudes through a slot in the 
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hinged faceplate 108 to prevent opening the enclosure 
cabinet 102 by means other than by unlocking a padlock (not 
shoWn) or other suitable lock from the faceplate clasp 112. 
The hinged faceplate 108 sWings on the tamper proof hinge 
110 aWay from the front of the cabinet enclosure 102 to 
alloW access to one or more of the product containers 104 
and other components inside the cabinet enclosure 102. 
Other Well knoWn locking arrangements may be used in 
alternative embodiments of the present invention to secure 
the hinged faceplate 108 to the cabinet enclosure 102 to 
prevent unauthoriZed access inside the cabinet enclosure 
102. 

[0023] The mixing unit 114 is mounted on the inside of the 
hinged faceplate 108 so that the pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, 
and 122 are accessible from the outside of the hinged 
faceplate 108 through holes formed in the faceplate 108 
around each of the pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, and 122. The 
pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, and 122 may be recessed into the 
faceplate and shielded by cylindrical Walls Welded or oth 
erWise fastened to the faceplate and/or the mixing unit 114 
to enclose each of the pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, and 122 for 
further protection against tampering. The pushbuttons 116, 
118, 120, and 122 each activate a valve (not shoWn) inside 
the mixing unit 114 to dispense a separate mixture of the 
selected liquid chemical product 106 and the solvent 140 
into the dispensing container 124 placed under one of the 
?lling noZZles 126, 128, 130, and 132. By Way of example, 
a separate mixture of one of four separate liquid chemical 
products 106 from each of four product containers 104 may 
be selected in response to depressing a corresponding one of 
the pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, and 122. The mixture of the 
selected liquid chemical product 106 is dispensed from the 
mixing unit 114 through the output line 134 connected to the 
corresponding one of the ?lling noZZles 126, 128, 130, and 
132. In this manner each of the pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, 
and 122 can select a different mixture of a liquid chemical 
product from the same product container 104 or a different 
liquid chemical product from a separate product container 
104. The product containers 104 may be, for example, 
bottles made of glass, metal, or plastic. In various embodi 
ments, the product containers 104 may be plastic kegs 
having security plugs to prevent spills. The product contain 
ers 104 may also be inexpensive, disposable bladders made 
of a leakproof, ?exible material and packaged in cardboard 
boxes. The ?exible bladder collapses as the liquid chemical 
product 106 is draWn into the mixing unit 114 so that little 
or no air is alloWed to enter the supply lines 136 or the 
?exible bladder. 

[0024] Other embodiments of the present invention may 
be practiced having a different number of pushbuttons and 
?lling noZZles to suit speci?c applications. In the illustrated 
example, the left tWo pushbuttons 116 and 118 are preferably 
used With the left ?lling noZZles 126 and 128, While the right 
tWo pushbuttons 120 and 122 are used With the right ?lling 
noZZles 130 and 132 to simplify associating the pushbuttons 
116, 118, 120, and 122 With the corresponding one of the 
?lling noZZles 126, 128, 130, and 132. Other arrangements 
for associating the pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, and 122 With 
the ?lling noZZles 126, 128, 130, and 132 may be made 
simply by changing the output lines 134 that connect the 
mixing unit 114 to the ?lling noZZles 126, 128, 130, and 132. 

[0025] In the illustrated embodiment, separate locking 
plates 150, 152, 154, and 156 are fastened to the faceplate 
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108 on hinges that allow any one of the separate locking 
plates 150, 152, 154, and 156 to sWing over a corresponding 
upper or loWer clasp independently from the other locking 
plates. Each of the locking plates 150, 152, 154, and 156 has 
a slot that ?ts over the upper clasp in the closed position and 
over the loWer clasp in the open position. The clasps are 
secured to the faceplate 108 by Well knoWn techniques, for 
example, by Welding. The locking plates 150, 152, 154, and 
156 restrict access to each of the recessed pushbuttons 116, 
118, 120, and 122 individually by covering or uncovering a 
corresponding hole in the faceplate 108. In this example, the 
locking plates 152, 154, and 156 are shoWn in the open 
position over the loWer clasps to alloW access to the push 
buttons 118, 120, and 122. The locking plate 150 is shoWn 
in the closed position over the upper clasp to cover the hole 
over the pushbutton 116. In this Way, each of the locking 
plates 150, 152, 154, and 156 restricts access to a corre 
sponding one of the recessed pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, and 
122 so that any combination of pushbuttons may be accessed 
by keys for the corresponding locks (not shoWn) used to 
secure the locking plates 150, 152, 154, and 156 to the upper 
and loWer clasps. For example, a supervisor may have keys 
to locks for all of the locking plates 150, 152, 154, and 156, 
While each custodian may have a key to only one lock for 
dispensing only the speci?c cleaning product needed to 
perform his assigned duties. In other applications, one 
custodian may have keys to access tWo pushbuttons, another 
custodian may have keys to access three pushbuttons, and so 
on. Alternatively, identical keying arrangements may be 
used for various combinations of locks, so that one key 
opens one combination of locks, While another key opens 
another combination of locks. Each combination of locks 
may also include one or more locks belonging to one or 
more of the other combinations. 

[0026] The chemical supply line 136 conducts one of the 
liquid chemical products 106 from the product container 104 
to the mixing unit 114. The liquid chemical product 106 may 
be, for example, a cleaning product concentrate supplied 
from one or more of the product containers 104 stored in the 
cabinet enclosure 102. The solvent supply line 138 conducts 
the solvent 140, such as Water supplied under municipal 
pressure, through the feedthrough 142. Only one chemical 
supply line 136 and one product container 104 are shoWn in 
the example of FIG. 1 to more clearly illustrate the rela 
tionships among the interior components of the cabinet 
enclosure 102. In practice, each of the valves in the mixing 
unit 114 Would generally be connected by a chemical supply 
line 136 to a product container 104 inside the cabinet 
enclosure 102. 

[0027] A How tip may be inserted in the chemical supply 
line 136 betWeen the mixing unit 114 and the product 
container 104 for controlling the How rate of the liquid 
chemical product 106 through the chemical supply line 136. 
Different ?oW tips having different inside diameters may be 
used to select a desired solution strength. The How tip may 
be inserted into the mixing unit 114 at one end and into the 
chemical supply line 136 at the other end, or the How tip may 
be inserted into the chemical supply line 136 at one end and 
into a cap in the top of the product container 104 at the other 
end. In a preferred embodiment, the chemical supply line 
136 is cut betWeen the mixing unit 114 and the product 
container 104 and a double end barb coupler is inserted into 
the upper section of the chemical supply line 136. The 
double end barb is preferably secured to the upper section of 
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the chemical supply line 136 by a hose clamp, for example, 
a nylon tie, to prevent the double end barb from being pulled 
out of the upper section of the chemical supply line 136. The 
How tip is inserted into the loWer end of the double end barb 
coupler, and the loWer section of the chemical supply line 
136 is inserted over the loWer end of the double end barb 
coupler. The How tip may then be easily removed for 
cleaning or replacement by pulling the loWer section of the 
chemical supply line 136 off the loWer end of the double end 
barb coupler, removing the How tip from the loWer end of 
the double end barb coupler, inserting the replacement ?oW 
tip, and inserting the loWer section of the chemical supply 
line 136 over the loWer end of the double end barb coupler. 

[0028] The ?lling noZZles 126 and 132 protrude into the 
?lling recesses 144 and 146. The ?lling recesses 144 and 146 
are formed in the hinged faceplate 108 to limit at least one 
dimension, typically the Width, of the dispensing container 
124 that may be placed underneath the ?lling noZZles 126 
and 132. The dispensing container 124 may be, for example, 
a spray bottle. In other embodiments, the ?lling recesses 144 
and 146 may limit both the height and the Width of the 
dispensing container 124, that is, the entire dispensing 
container 124 ?ts inside a ?lling recess. The shape of the 
?lling recesses 142 and 144 may also be customiZed to 
accommodate only a speci?c dispensing container 124. This 
feature reduces the risk of accidentally dispensing the liquid 
chemical products 106 into improper containers. 

[0029] The ?lling noZZles 128 and 130 are located at the 
bottom of the hinged faceplate 104 for dispensing one of tWo 
liquid chemical products 106 into a container placed beneath 
the cabinet enclosure 102. Alternatively, a Y-connector may 
be used in the output lines 134 to dispense more than one 
mixture of one or more liquid chemical products 106 from 
a single ?lling noZZle. Y-connectors may also be used to 
connect supply lines from multiple product containers 104 to 
a single valve in the mixing unit 114 for dispensing a 
mixture of multiple liquid chemical products 106. The ?lling 
noZZles 128 and 130 are protected from accidental damage 
or abuse by the outlet shield 148, Which may be, for 
example, a curved triangular plate or conic section Welded 
to the hinged faceplate 108 over the ?lling noZZles 128 and 
130. The ?lling noZZles 126, 128, 130, and 132 are prefer 
ably rigid metal tubes Welded to the hinged faceplate 108 to 
protect the output lines 134 and other interior components 
from abuse. 

[0030] The mixing unit 114 mixes the liquid solvent 140 
With one of the liquid chemical products 106 from the 
product container 104 in a selected proportion. When one of 
the pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, and 122 is depressed, the 
liquid chemical product 106 is draWn through the supply line 
136 to the mixing unit 114. Inside the mixing unit 114, the 
liquid chemical product 106 is mixed With a selected pro 
portion of the liquid solvent 140. The pressure applied to the 
liquid solvent 140, for example, municipal Water pressure, 
forces a mixing of the liquid chemical product 106 at the 
prescribed ratio by the Venturi effect, Which draWs the liquid 
chemical product 106 from the product container 104 
through the supply line 136 to the mixing unit 114. The 
mixture of the liquid chemical product 106 is then dispensed 
from the corresponding one of the ?lling noZZles 126, 128, 
130, and 132 until the pushbutton is released. The term 
“pushbutton” as used herein includes pushbutton controls as 
Well as any other type of manual control suitable for 
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activating the valves in the mixing unit 114 and includes, but 
is not limited to, levers, sWitches, and knobs. 

[0031] The supply lines 136 and 138 are passed through 
holes in the strain relief 158, for example, in a serpentine 
fashion as shoWn to relieve strain betWeen the supply lines 
136 and 138 and the mixing unit 114 that may occur during 
replacement of the product container 104. 

[0032] Inside the mixing unit 114, the liquid solvent 150 
is routed to valves that are actuated respectively by the 
pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, and 122. For example, upon 
actuation of one of the pushbuttons 116, 118, 120, and 122, 
Water under pressure supplied by the supply line 138 is 
alloWed to How into a mixing chamber inside the mixing unit 
114. The liquid chemical product 106 is draWn from the 
product container 104 through the supply line 138 by the 
Venturi effect and is mixed With the Water ?oWing into the 
mixing chamber. Y-connectors may be used in the supply 
line 138 to distribute a liquid chemical product to multiple 
mixing chambers, and check valves may be inserted at 
appropriate points in the supply line 138 to prevent intro 
ducing air and other liquid chemical products into the 
product containers 104 across the Y-connectors. Each of the 
multiple mixing chambers may mix the liquid chemical 
product at a different (or the same) concentration (ratio) With 
the solvent, e.g., With Water. 

[0033] After mixing, the mixed Water and liquid chemical 
product 106 pass out of the mixing unit 114 through the 
output lines 134 to the corresponding one of the ?lling 
noZZles 126, 128, 130, and 132. The ?lling noZZles 126, 128, 
130, and 132 are preferably rigid metal tubes Welded to the 
hinged faceplate 108 to prevent access to the output lines 
134 from outside the tamper proof liquid dispenser 100. This 
feature prevents, for example, an inmate or vandal from 
pulling on one of the output lines 134 that may result in 
damage to the output lines 134 or to the mixing unit 114. 

[0034] FIG. 2 illustrates a side vieW of the hinged face 
plate 108 of the tamper proof liquid dispenser 100 of FIG. 
1. The mixing unit 114 is conveniently mounted on the 
inside of the hinged faceplate 108 by ?anges as shoWn or on 
a bracket so that it sWings out of the Way With the hinged 
faceplate 108 during replacement of the product containers 
104 inside the cabinet enclosure 102. The locking plate 156 
is shoWn in the open position over the loWer clasp to alloW 
access to the recessed pushbutton 122 through the hole in the 
faceplate 108. The faceplate 108 preferably has double Walls 
to add thickness and strength, and the hole through the 
faceplate 108 for accessing the recessed pushbutton 122 may 
be lined With a cylinder around the pushbutton 122. The 
cylinder may be held in place, for example, by Welding the 
outside Wall of the cylinder to the faceplate 108. 

[0035] The ?lling noZZle 132 protrudes through the face 
plate 108 into the ?lling recess 146. The ?lling recess 146 
has a Width that limits the Width of a container that may be 
placed inside the ?lling recess 146 so that the top of the 
container ?ts under the ?lling noZZle 132. The ?lling noZZle 
130 protrudes through the loWer portion of the faceplate 108 
for dispensing a mixture of the liquid chemical product 106 
into a mop bucket or other suitable container placed under 
neath the tamper proof liquid dispenser 100. 

[0036] FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3C illustrate additional embodi 
ments of the outlet shield for the tamper proof liquid 
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dispenser of FIG. 1. The outlet shield is used to protect the 
?lling noZZles from abuse and to prevent misdirecting the 
How of the mixture of the liquid chemical product by 
bending the ?lling noZZle upWard or to the side. In the 
embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3A, the outlet shield has a 
pyramidal shape suitable for covering a single ?lling noZZle. 
In the embodiments illustrated in FIGS. 3B and 3C, the 
outlet shield has a trapeZoidal shape suitable for covering 
single or multiple ?lling noZZles. Three techniques that may 
be used to fasten the outlet shield are illustrated. 

[0037] In FIG. 3A, part or all of the upper tWo edges of the 
outlet shield facing the faceplate 108 are Welded to the 
faceplate 108. The loWer tWo edges form the opening 
through Which the outlet is accessible. 

[0038] In FIG. 3B, the outlet shield has tabs protruding 
from the edge facing the faceplate 108 that ?t into corre 
sponding slots formed in the faceplate 108. The tabs may be 
Welded to the faceplate 108 from the front and/or, preferably, 
the back of the faceplate 108. 

[0039] In FIG. 3C, the outlet shield has round posts 
protruding from the edge facing the faceplate 108 that ?t into 
corresponding holes formed in the faceplate 108. The posts 
may be Welded to the faceplate 108 from the front and/or, 
preferably, the back of the faceplate 108. 

[0040] FIGS. 4 and 5 illustrate a side vieW and a top 
cross-sectional vieW, respectively, of a portion of the tamper 
proof hinge 110 for the tamper proof liquid dispenser 100 of 
FIG. 1. 

[0041] FIG. 4 illustrates a side vieW 400 of a portion of the 
tamper proof hinge 110. The hinge pin 402 is preferably 
crimped and/or Welded at the top and bottom of the tamper 
proof hinge 110 to prevent removal of the hinge pin 402. The 
crimping is done on alternate hinge segments 404 of the 
hinge. The hinge pin 402 may also be cut into short segments 
each having a length of, for example, from one to four inches 
to deter removal of the hinge pin 402 for use as a Weapon. 

[0042] FIG. 5 illustrates a cross-sectional vieW of a por 
tion of the tamper proof hinge 110. In the embodiment 
illustrated in FIG. 5, the hinge pin 402 is recessed betWeen 
the enclosure cabinet 102 and the faceplate 108 so that if the 
top of the cabinet enclosure 102 is made to overhang the 
faceplate 108, then the hinge pin 402 cannot clear the top of 
the cabinet enclosure 102, even if the Welds and/or crimps 
in the hinge segments 404 are loosened. 

[0043] The tamper proof hinge 110 is fastened to the 
cabinet enclosure 102 and the faceplate 108 by prison 
screWs 502 and 504 or other fasteners that are dif?cult to 
remove. The threaded ends of the prison screWs 502 and 504 
are fastened to the back of the cabinet enclosure 102 and the 
faceplate 108 by threaded plates 506 and lock nuts 508. 
Even if the lock nuts 508 are removed, the threaded plate 
506 holds the prison screWs 502 and 504 in place, further 
deterring removal of the tamper proof hinge 110. The 
threaded plate 506 preferably has a length substantially the 
same as the length of the hinge. 

[0044] FIG. 6 illustrates the tamper proof liquid dispenser 
100 of FIG. 1 mounted on a Wall 604 to limit the height of 
the container 606 that may be placed underneath the cabinet 
enclosure 102 for receiving the liquid chemical product 106 
dispensed from the mixing unit 114. 
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[0045] In this example, the container 606 is a mop bucket. 
In addition to a mop bucket, other containers may be used, 
for example, an auto-scrubber or a vat. Advantageously, the 
tamper proof liquid dispenser 100 may be mounted on a Wall 
or other suitable surface by the Wall mounting brackets 144 
in a permanent or semi-permanent fashion at a height 602 
barely sufficient to alloW clearance for the placement of the 
container 606 beneath the cabinet enclosure 102. The clear 
ance may be any distance in the range from 2 to 15 
centimeters suitable for preventing taller and larger recep 
tacles that are not meant to be ?lled from the tamper proof 
liquid dispenser 100. For example, the clearance may be one 
to tWo centimeters betWeen the top of the container 606 and 
the bottom of the cabinet enclosure 102, thus alloWing the 
container 606 to be rolled beneath the tamper proof liquid 
dispenser 100 to receive a limited amount of the liquid 
chemical product 106 from either of the ?lling noZZles 128 
and 130 While preventing a taller and larger container from 
being placed beneath the tamper proof liquid dispenser 100. 
The loW clearance feature prevents, for example, an inmate 
from dispensing an excessive amount of cleaning product by 
?lling up a larger receptacle than required for the job, such 
as a large garbage can. Advantageously, this feature reduces 
the amount of Wasted ?uid and thus decreases the cost of 
cleaning. 
[0046] FIGS. 7 and 8 illustrate front and side vieWs, 
respectively, of a tamper proof liquid dispenser according to 
an embodiment of the present invention for use With a triple 
sink 412. In FIG. 7, the cabinet enclosure 102 is mounted on 
a Wall 710 by the Wall mounting brackets 144 above the 
triple sink 712. Levers 702 and 704 are used to activate 
valves for mixing (such as venturi mixing) the liquid chemi 
cal products from the product containers 104 and a solvent, 
for example, Water and to dispense the mixture through the 
?lling noZZles 714 and 716 located on each side of the 
cabinet enclosure 102 above the ?rst and third basins 720 
and 722 of the triple sink 712. As an alternative to the levers 
702 and 704, rotary valves may be used to mix and dispense 
the liquid chemical products from the product containers 
104. The ?lling noZZles 714 and 716 may be, for example, 
rigid steel tubes Welded to the hinged faceplate 108. The 
?lling noZZles 714 and 716 are aimed respectively into the 
?rst and third basins 720 and 722 of the triple sink 412, for 
example, by bending them to the correct aiming angle When 
the cabinet enclosure 102 is mounted on the Wall 710 so that 
the stream from the ?lling noZZle 714 has the proper aiming 
angle to fall into the ?rst basin 720, typically the Wash basin, 
and the stream from the ?lling noZZle 716 has the proper 
aiming angle to fall into the third basin 720, typically the 
steriliZer basin. The outlet shields 722 may be constructed in 
a similar fashion described above With respect to FIGS. 3A, 
3B, and 3C to protect the ?lling noZZles 714 and 716 and to 
prevent aiming the stream of liquid chemical product and 
solvent outside a safe range of the stream aiming angles. 

[0047] FIG. 8 illustrates a side vieW of the tamper proof 
liquid dispenser of FIG. 7. The lever 704 on the side of the 
cabinet enclosure 102 activates a valve connected to one of 
the product containers 104 to dispense the mixture of the 
liquid chemical product 106 and the solvent through the 
?lling noZZle 716. The liquid solvent supply 142 is shoWn at 
the top of the cabinet enclosure 102. 

[0048] FIG. 9 illustrates a rear vieW of the hinged face 
plate and the cabinet enclosure of a tamper proof liquid 
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dispenser according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. ShoWn in FIG. 9 are a cabinet enclosure 102, a hinged 
faceplate 108, a tamper proof hinge 110, a mixing unit 114, 
?lling noZZles 128 and 130, output lines 134, chemical 
supply lines 136, a solvent supply line 138, and a strain relief 
158 similar in structure to those described With reference to 
FIGS. 1 and 2. The mixing unit 114 is fastened to the back 
of the hinged faceplate 108 so that the mixing unit 114, the 
chemical supply lines 136, and the solvent supply line 138 
move aWay from the interior of the cabinet enclosure 102 to 
provide convenient access to the product containers (not 
shoWn) and other interior components inside the cabinet 
enclosure 102. 

[0049] In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 9, the chemi 
cal supply lines 136 are strain relieved by the double end 
barb couplers 157 located just above the strain relief 158. 
The double end barb couplers 157 expand the ends of the 
loWer section of each of the chemical supply lines 136 so 
that the upper section leading to the mixing unit 114 may not 
be pulled through the strain relief 158. 

[0050] FIG. 10 illustrates an exploded vieW of a check 
valve coupler for the tamper proof liquid dispenser of FIG. 
9. ShoWn in FIG. 10 are a check valve 902, upper sections 
of a chemical supply line 136, loWer sections of the chemical 
supply line 136, a male connector 904, a female connector 
906 that forms a leakproof seal When mated to the male 
connector 904, nylon ties 908, and a right angle coupler 910. 
The check valve coupler is inserted into the chemical supply 
lines 136 to prevent back?oW of solvent and other chemical 
products into the product containers. 

[0051] A How tip may be inserted into each of the chemi 
cal supply lines 136 to control the respective ?oW rates of 
the liquid chemical product 106 through the chemical supply 
lines 136. Different ?oW tips having different inside diam 
eters may be used to select a desired solution strength. The 
diameter and corresponding ?oW rate of each ?oW tip may 
be indicated on the How tip by color coding the How tip 
and/or by marking symbols on the How tip. The How tip may 
be easily removed for cleaning or replacement by opening 
the hinged faceplate 108 and replacing the How tip. 

[0052] The right angle coupler 910 is located at the top of 
the ?lling recesses 144 and 146 in the output lines 134. The 
right angle coupler 910 is preferably secured to the upper 
section of the output line 134 by a hose clamp, for example, 
a nylon tie 908, to prevent the right angle coupler 910 from 
being pulled out of the upper section of the output line 134. 

[0053] FIG. 11 illustrates dispensing a mixture of a liquid 
chemical product into a dispensing container 124 from a 
tamper proof liquid dispenser according to an embodiment 
of the present invention. The features illustrated in FIG. 11 
are similar to those described With reference to FIG. 1, 
hoWever, some features of FIG. 1 such as the locking plates 
and clasps have been omitted to simplify the illustration. The 
dispenser container 124 is placed inside the ?lling recess 
144, and the corresponding pushbutton 116 is depressed to 
dispense the selected liquid chemical product into the dis 
penser container 124. In this example, a label 1002 is 
attached on or near the pushbutton 116 to indicate Which 
liquid chemical product is dispensed from the corresponding 
?lling noZZle 126. A similar or identical label may be 
attached to the dispenser container 124 to ensure that the 
proper liquid chemical product is dispensed into the dis 
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penser container 124. The label 1002 may also be color 
coded according to a corresponding color key used to 
identify each liquid chemical product. 

[0054] FIG. 12 illustrates a side vieW of the hinged 
faceplate of the tamper proof liquid dispenser of FIG. 9. The 
description of FIG. 2 also applies to FIG. 12, eXcept that in 
the arrangement of FIG. 12, the ?lling recess 146 has a 
shape that accommodates the appropriate dispenser con 
tainer 124, and the ?lling noZZle 132 is aimed directly 
doWnWard to avoid placing oversiZe containers underneath 
the tamper proof liquid dispenser and ?lling them from the 
Wrong ?lling noZZle. 

[0055] As may be appreciated from the description above, 
no part may be removed from outside of the tamper proof 
liquid dispenser of the present invention Without a special 
iZed tool, such as a screWdriver for prison screWs, Which is 
not readily available to unauthoriZed personnel. The hinged 
faceplate cannot be manually bent, pried, or kicked open. 
Chemical concentrate containers inside the cabinet enclo 
sure are protected from puncture, tipping, squeeZing, etc. so 
that they may not be vandaliZed. The shape of the ?lling 
recesses may be customiZed to alloW only the appropriately 
shaped container to ?t under the ?lling noZZle. The solvent 
source line is strain relieved by serpentining or by a double 
end barb coupler so that if pulled on, the internal compo 
nents of the tamper proof liquid dispenser are not damaged. 
The ?lling noZZles are recessed so that they may not be 
tampered With from outside and may not be bent or turned, 
for eXample, so as to spray into eyes. The chemical supply 
lines are secured With double end barb couplers that do not 
?t through the strain relief so that they may not be pulled off 
When replacing the product containers. The pushbuttons 
may be completely enclosed by cylindrical Walls to prevent 
tampering and may be recessed inside the cylindrical Walls 
or may protrude from the cylindrical Walls through the 
hinged faceplate. 
[0056] While the invention herein disclosed has been 
described by means of speci?c embodiments and applica 
tions thereof, numerous modi?cations and variations could 
be made thereto by those skilled in the art Without departing 
from the scope of the invention set forth in the folloWing 
claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A tamper proof apparatus for dispensing a plurality of 

diluted liquids comprising: 

a locked cabinet comprising: 

a supply line coupled to a solvent supply; and 

a plurality of containers Wherein each container holds 
a liquid chemical; and 

a supply line coupled to each container of said plurality 
of containers; and 

a miXing unit Wherein said miXing unit is coupled to 
said solvent supply line and said container supply 
lines. 
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2. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising at least one 
noZZle coupled to said miXing unit for dispensing a diluted 
liquid. 

3. The apparatus of claim 2 Wherein said at least one 
noZZle is protected by a shield. 

4. The apparatus of claim 2 Wherein said at least one 
noZZle is located in a ?lling recess. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising at least one 
pushbutton coupled to said miXing unit for causing said 
diluted liquid to be dispensed. 

6. The apparatus of claim 5 Wherein said at least one 
pushbutton is enclosed by a cylindrical Wall to prevent 
tampering. 

7. The apparatus of claim 5 further comprising a locking 
plate that may be securely ?tted over said at least one 
pushbutton. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising at least one 
knob coupled to said miXing unit for causing said diluted 
liquid to be dispensed. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8 further comprising a locking 
plate that may be securely ?tted over said at least one knob. 

10. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising at least 
one lever coupled to said miXing unit for causing said diluted 
liquid to be dispensed. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10 further comprising a 
locking plate that may be securely ?tted over said at least 
one lever. 

12. A method of dispensing a diluted liquid chemical 
comprising the steps of: 

draWing a liquid solvent under pressure through a ?rst 
supply line; and 

draWing a liquid chemical from a container through a 
second supply line; and 

miXing selected proportions of said liquid solvent and said 
liquid chemical; and 

dispensing said diluted liquid chemical through at least 
one noZZle; and 

securing said ?rst supply line, said second supply line, 
and said container in a locked cabinet having a hinged 
faceplate. 

13. The method of claim 12 Wherein said method is 
actuated by pressing a pushbutton. 

14. The method of claim 13 Wherein said pushbutton is 
enclosed by a cylindrical Wall to prevent tampering. 

15. The method of claim 12 Wherein said method is 
actuated by turning a knob. 

16. The method of claim 12 Wherein said method is 
actuated by pulling a lever. 

17. The method of claim 12 Wherein said diluted liquid is 
dispensed through at least one noZZle. 

18. The method of claim 17 Wherein said at least one 
noZZle is protected by a shield. 

19. The method of claim 17 Wherein said at least one 
noZZle is located in a ?lling recess. 

* * * * * 


